Setup

SketchCassette II supports the following formats and operating systems:
Windows 7 or later - VST3 and AAX at 64-bit

macOS 10.10 Yosemite or later - AU, VST3, and AAX at 64-bit - Intel or Apple Silicon
To install SketchCassette II onto your computer, simply run the installer package for your OS.
Restart your digital audio workstation before loading in the plugin to a project. On macOS, you may need to restart
your computer for new plugins to appear in some hosts.

Overview

Inspired by 4-track cassette recorders, SketchCassette II is designed to introduce a wide array of lo-fi effects into

your mixes. From subtle warble to unearthed-from-the-attic destruction, SketchCassette II unlocks the full range of
cheap tape sounds, while also offering the flexibility and control to push your sounds even further into total lofi
weirdness.

12 tape profiles, intricate pitch modulation (Wow and Flutter), accurate Saturation, Dropout, Age, and Hiss models,
and Noise Reduction encoding compression make SketchCassette II a powerful and highly customizable lofi processor

Controls

Tape Type
SketchCassette contains twelve unique tape frequency response profiles
accurately modelled from various types and qualities of tape. The top row
of buttons allows you to select between Type I (Ferric), Type II (Chrome) ,
and Tape IV (Metal) tape formulations, with the fourth button giving the
option of bypassing the filtering altogether. The second row provides
options for the quality of tape - Cheap, Value, Standard, and Master.
Type I tapes are the most common and inexpensive tapes, known for
their good low-frequency response and reduced highs. Type II tapes have
significantly better high-frequency response than Type I, in some
instances even boosting the highs by several dB. Type IV Metal tapes have
the flattest and most extended frequency response, in some cases
comparable to that of CDs.
The Quality selections offer up four distinct profiles for each type, all
modelled from real tapes of that type. They tend to provide more
high-end response at higher qualities, but each profile has unique
characteristics of its own, so be sure to try them all!

Age
As cassettes age, they lose more and more of their high frequency
content. Increasing the age with the slider will add low-pass filtering to
the signal. This effect pairs well with dropouts for a realistic aged sound.

Hiss
One of the most defining aspects of cassette tape is the hiss, or noise,
that cassettes typically add to an audio signal. This plugin uses filtered
noise based off of the spectral profiles of actual cassette hiss. The Hiss
knob allows the user to change the level of the noise added
to the signal with a range of - 96 db to - 30 db. Turning the knob all the
way to the left turns the noise off completely.
Saturation
Increasing the ‘Saturation’ knob introduces harmonics and subtle
compression. The soft-clipping distortion model used is based off of
profiles from real cassettes. The button on the right allows you to switch
between two saturation algorithms, with Type B offering harsher and
brighter distortion. This control includes gain compensation, so volume
remains consistent even if you push the saturation hard.
Dropouts
As cassette tapes age or become worn out, some amount of the audio
signal stored on the tape becomes lost, introducing ‘dropouts’ to the
audio. This ‘dropping out’ of the audio signal manifests as a combination
of fast random amplitude modulations and larger periodic dropouts
where the signal is greatly reduced for up to several seconds. The Depth
control adjusts the overall strength of the Dropouts, while the Intensity
control adds longer and larger dropouts as it is increased. The Width
knob controls the amount of separation between the amplitude
modulations applied to the left and right channels, increasing the stereo
width of the dropout effect as you turn it from left to right. When the
knob is positioned all the way to the left, the dropout effect is applied to
the signal in Mono mode.

Wow + Flutter
Two of the most desirable effects caused by aging cassette players
are ‘Wow’ and ‘Flutter’. Older cassette players tend to play back
audio signals at inconsistent speeds, creating low frequency
modulations in the speed of playback that we perceive as changes
in pitch.
‘Wow’ is the term for lower frequency modulations, and ‘Flutter’ is
the term for higher frequency modulations. This plugin allows the
user to change the depth of the modulation (how much the pitch of
the audio signal bends) and the rate of the modulation (how fast
the pitch bends).
The Wow + Flutter section in FM mode, showing the

The user can also change whether the pitch is modulated by a
modulation meter next to the Flutter Rate knob.
sine wave or a random signal, in addition to a smoothed saw wave
and reverse smoothed saw for the Wow modulator. Sine wave modulation results in a vibrato-like effect, random noise
modulation is closer to how tape players behave at their most problematic, and the smoothed saw waves create periodic
pulses of pitch bending.
In addition to the modulation effects designed to emulate the misbehaviors of tape, Sketch Cassette II includes a variety of
controls that expand the uses of this modulation beyond the typical sounds of cassette. You can sync the rate of the Wow and
Flutter to the tempo set within the DAW, changing the control for each rate to discrete note-related values (½, ¼, ⅛, ¼ dotted,
¼ triplet etc.). The offset knobs adjust the start points of the modulating waves, which can be especially useful in tempo sync
mode for choosing which part of the modulation aligns with the beat.
The Flanging knob mixes the Wow and Flutter modulated signal with the dry signal, creating a fun flanging effect which, when
combined with the deep Wow and Flutter modulation options, can create all sorts of watery throwback sounds.
Lastly, the Wow and Flutter section includes an FM (Flutter Modulation) mode, where instead of Wow and Flutter both
modulating the signal, the Wow modulator (renamed Mod.) changes the rate of the Flutter modulator. This adds a whole new
dimension of possibilities, both realistic (e.g. sticky capstan, dying battery) and outlandish. You can monitor the Mod signal by
watching the modulation meter that appears next to the Flutter Rate knob when FM Mode is enabled.

NR Comp
A common feature on cassette decks is the ‘Noise Reduction’ switch that
helps to reduce the tape hiss on the stored audio signal during playback.
This typically includes “encode” and “decode” options for recording and
playing back the audio. When this feature is misused, by recording with
encode on and playing back with decode off, it results in a bright,
‘shimmery’ compressed signal.
Sketch Cassette II’s NR Comp. emulates this sound with upward and
downward multiband compression. The compressor’s high-frequency
boost can be adjusted with the Brightness control, and its overall
strength can be tweaked with the Amount control.

Mix
The Mix section provides two dry/wet mix knobs, one for the tape
filtering and one for the NR. Comp.
The Tape mix control allows you to dial back the strength of your selected
tape profile. This is very helpful for when you find a profile you like the
sound of but would prefer if its effects were less exaggerated.
The Comp. mix enables the use of the NR Comp. as a parallel compressor,
making some of its more extreme sounds usable in a wide variety of
scenarios.

Thanks for your support!
- Ben and Dan

- Jon

